
Panerai British Classic Week 
18th – 25th July 2015 

Cowes, England. 
Organising Authority: Royal Yacht Squadron Racing Ltd in association with the British Classic Yacht Club 

 
Protest Committee Decisions 

 
Protest Committee members (selected ad hoc): Mufti Kling GER IJ, Clive Tappenden GBR NJ, Sonia 
Mayes GBR IJ, Florian Sonneck GER NJ, Brian Smith NJ, Bryan Willis GBR IJ (chairman). 
Protest Committee Secretary: Jenny Lambourne (alternate: Joy Summers)  
 
  
Case 1, 19th July, Race 1, Class 2. (see also hearing number 3) 
 

FIREBRAND, represented by Edward Dubois, protested STIREN, represented by Francois 
Seruzier. 
 

Immediately after the incident, STIREN hailed protest and displayed a protest flag, heard and 
seen by FIREBRAND. The Protest Committee ruled the protest as valid and after hearing 
evidence from both parties and from David Murrin of CETEWAYO, found the following facts: 
STIREN was closed-hauled on starboard tack. FIREBRAND, initially close-hauled on starboard 
tack, tacked onto port and completed her tack approximately 4 boat-lengths distant from 
STIREN and continued close-hauled on port tack. STIREN hailed ‘starboard’ several times, 
then, believing a collision was imminent, luffed to allow FIREBRAND more room to tack. 
However, FIREBRAND then bore away to pass astern of STIREN. STIREN was carrying a bare 
mizzen boom belayed centrally and the forestay of FIREBRAND made contact with the end of 
the mizzen boom. 
 

There was no significant damage. 
Neither yacht accepted a penalty. 
 
Decision: FIREBRAND broke rule 10 (‘When boats are on opposite tacks, a port-tack boat shall 
keep clear of a starboard-tack boat’) and rule 14 (‘A boat shall avoid contact with another boat if 
reasonably possible’).  
It was not reasonably possible for STIREN to avoid contact and therefore she did not break rule 
14.  
FIREBRAND is disqualified from Race 1. 
 

Protest Committee: Mufti Kling, Clive Tappenden, Florian Sonneck, Brian Smith, Bryan Willis (chairman),  
 
Protest Committee chairman’s note. 
The requirement for a port-tack boat to ‘keep clear’ often involves more than simply avoiding 
contact.  
With light dinghies in flat conditions ‘keeping clear’ might be synonymous with ‘avoiding contact’. 
However, with keel boats (especially Classic yachts, so treasured by the sport of sailing) in 
wave conditions and wind strengths requiring the mainsail to be released to be able to bear 
away, the port-tack boat must change course in such a way that the starboard-tack boat is left in 
no doubt that the port-tack boat will succeed in fulfilling her obligation to keep clear. 
RRS Definition of ‘keep clear’: ‘A boat keeps clear of a right-of-way boat … if the right-of-way boat 
can sail her course with no need to take avoiding action …’ 
If a reasonably competent helmsman of the starboard-tack boat feels the need to alter course to 
avoid contact, then the port-tack boat has failed to fulfil her obligation. 
Case 2, 19th July, Race 1, Class 2 



 

FIREBRAND, represented by Edward Dubois, protested STIREN, represented by Francois 
Seruzier. 
 

The protest form described the following incident: ‘FIREBRAND called for water – repeatedly 
and FIREBRAND waited for [STIREN] to tack - but for up to 30 seconds no sign of a tack. 
FIREBRAND tacked when she wished. Rule 19.1’  
At the commencement of the hearing FIREBRAND said she did not hail or display a protest flag, 
and had decided to protest only after she learned, after a subsequent incident, that STIREN was 
protesting FIREBRAND. Hailing ‘protest’ and displaying a protest flag are requirements of 
Racing Rule 61.1(a) (‘A boat intending to protest shall inform the other boat at the first 
reasonable opportunity. … she shall hail ‘Protest’ and conspicuously display a red flag at the 
first reasonable opportunity for each. …’) 
 

Decision: The protest is invalid.  
 

Protest Committee: Mufti Kling, Clive Tappenden, Florian Sonneck, Brian Smith, Bryan Willis (chairman),  
 
Case 3, 19th July, Race 1, Class 2 (see also hearing number 1) 
FIREBRAND represented by Edward Dubois protested STIREN represented by Francois 
Seruzier. 
 

The Protest Committee determined that this was the same incident as that described in Protest 
number 1. ‘FIREBRAND on port – bearing away to miss STIREN [astern]. STIREN tacks in 
water of FIREBRAND and thereby collides with FIREBRAND – forestay on mizzen boom. Rule 
13’ 
At the commencement of the hearing FIREBRAND said she did not hail or display a protest flag, 
and had decided to protest only after she learned that STIREN was protesting FIREBRAND in 
regard to the same incident.  
 

Hailing ‘protest’ and displaying a protest flag are requirements of Racing Rule 61.1(a)  
Decision: The protest is invalid.  
 

Protest Committee: Mufti Kling, Clive Tappenden, Florian Sonneck, Brian Smith, Bryan Willis (chairman).  
 
 
Cases 4/4a, 20th July, Race 2, Class 2.  
 

TOMAHAWK, represented by Jamie Abdy Collins, protested CORAL, represented by Olly 
Norris. 
 

The protest form described two incidents near the end of the last leg, the last being at the finish 
line claiming CORAL caused TOMAHAWK to hit the finishing mark. The Protest Committee 
notes TOMAHAWK hit the finishing mark but displayed yellow time penalty flag. 
The Protest Committee accepted the two incidents as two separate protests which have been 
described on the same form. 
 

After neither case did TOMAHAWK hail ‘protest’; nor did she display a protest flag. 
TOMAHAWK made no attempt to contact CORAL, and the first CORAL knew of the protest was 
when she received a written note from the Jury Secretary when on the dock just 10 minutes 
before the scheduled hearing time. [Rule 61.1(a) ‘A boat intending to protest shall inform the 
other boat at the first reasonable opportunity. When her protest will concern an incident in the 
racing area that she was involved in … she shall hail ‘Protest’ and conspicuously display a red 
flag at the first reasonable opportunity for each.’] 
 
Decision: Both protests are invalid. 
 



At the request of the parties after the decision was announced, there was a discussion; Olly 
took the opportunity to explain the situation from his point of view, and Jamie gave his opinion 
that CORAL had tacked too close in the first incident.  
 

Other than with respect to the requirement for a protest to be lodged within the time limit, a 
Protest Committee has no discretion; when the validity requirements have not been satisfied it 
must determine the protest is invalid.  
 

Protest Committee: Mufti Kling, Clive Tappenden, Florian Sonneck, Sonia Mayes, Bryan Willis (chairman). 
 
 
Cases 5, 6, 7 and 9, 21st July, Race 4, All Classes.  
 

JOUR DE FETE (protest 5), STIREN (protest 6), BOJAR (protest 7) and the Protest Committee 
(protest 9) protested the following 39 boats for failing to comply with Sailing Instruction 10.4 
(‘Unless on the first leg of her course having started to the west, a yacht shall not pass through 
any finishing line unless it is a mark of the course or she is finishing’) 
 
A DAY AT THE RACES, MIZPAH, RAGDOLL, CHAMOIS, SUNMAID V, MATAMBU, METEOR, 
PHANTOM, CARESSA, ILLIRIA, SHANTIH OF COWES, INFANTA, ATLANTIS, JOSEPHINE, 
LAUGHING GULL, FIREBRAND, SIRIS, OPPOSITION,  MYSTERY II OF MEON, ERICA, 
TOMAHAWK, CHARM OF RHU, NYACHILWA, GULVAIN, JAP,  KELPIE, STORMY 
WEATHER, CETEWAYO (CETEWAY?),  ST DAVIDS LIGHT, ATHENA, CERESTE, L’ESPRIT 
DU MORBIHAN, GLUCKAUF, CROIX DES GARDES, TINKATOO, ARGYLL, ZALEDA, 
AMAZON, and STREGA. 
 
The issue is whether these 39 boats complied with Sailing Instruction 10.4. The protestors 
claimed that to sail south of the Gurnard Cardinal mark when sailing east to finish on the 
Squadron line broke SI 10.4 because it was their view that this was a finishing line.  
 
The boats that believed they were required not to cross this line had to sail out into adverse tidal 
stream to leave Gurnard Cardinal to starboard.  
 
The sailing instructions describes two finishing lines including: 
16.1.2 The Gurnard Finishing Line will be between the orange flag on the JOG hut mast … and 
the … Gurnard Cardinal Mark. 
 
The protestees argued that for this race the ‘Gurnard Line’ was not a finishing line since there 
was no orange flag on the JOG hut mast, as described in SI 16.1.2.  
 
Furthermore, in a previous race, the race committee had specifically included Gurnard Cardinal 
Mark as a mark of the course to be left to starboard when sailing eastward (making it clear that 
yachts could not sail to the south of the mark) whereas in this race it was not a mark of the 
course. 
 
DECISION  
 
The protest committee dismissed the protests (including their own) for the reasons argued by 
the protestees.  
 
 
 
Case 10 21st July, Race 4, All Classes  



 
INITIATION OF REDRESS  
About 20 sailed north and half the fleet sailed south of Gurnard Cardinal (see above protest 
decision). The Protest Committee formed the view that the Sailing instructions were not clear as 
to whether boats were required to sail north of Gurnard Cardinal when the Gurnard line was not 
identified as a finishing line.  
As permitted by Racing Rule 60.3(b) (‘The protest committee may call a hearing to consider 
redress’) and 62.1(a) (‘A … protest committee’s decision to consider redress shall be based on 
a claim or possibility that a boat’s score in a race or series has been or may be, through no fault 
of her own, made significantly worse by … an improper action or omission of the race 
committee …’), the Protest Committee decided to initiate a redress hearing.  
 
The Protest Committee invited representatives from the two groups of boats (about 19 that 
sailed to the north of Gurnard Cardinal and the 39 that sailed to the south), to attend a hearing 
at 1700 on 22nd July. The Race Officer (representing the race committee/organising authority) 
will also be invited to attend.  
 
The following text was published by SMS to all competitors at 1942 on 21st July: 
‘Message from the Protest Committee: Race 4 – protests against all boats that passed south of 
Gurnard Cardinal on the last leg have been dismissed. However, the Protest Committee has 
initiated a Redress Hearing to be heard at 1700 on Wednesday to address whether the Race 
committee made an error and if so what redress should be given to boats that passed to the 
north of Gurnard Cardinal’   
 

Hearing at 1700 on Wednesday 22nd July. 
Bruno Trouble and Roger Wilson represented those yachts that passed to the north of Gurnard 
Cardinal (i.e. avoided ‘the Gurnard line’ believing they were not permitted to pass through it) 
Neil Harrison, Vincient de Vries and Marten Payne represented those yachts that passed 
through ‘the line’ leaving Gurnard Cardinal to port. 
The Race Committee was represented by John Grandy, Race Officer.  
About 20 observers also attended. 
 
Verbal submissions were received from the representatives.  
 
John Grandy said the intention of SI 10.4 was to require boats not to go through the ‘gurnard 
line’ only when it was being used as a finishing line. 
He accepted that the Sailing Instruction was not clear and could be misunderstood. 
 
DECISION 
The Protest Committee decided that the Race Committee had made an error in not writing the 
Sailing Instructions so as to clearly express the Race Committee’s intention, and it was through 
no fault of their own that 21 yachts sailed a longer course, prejudicing their finishing times and 
positions on corrected times.  
 
REDRESS 
After hearing representations of the yachts, during which it was argued that to simply have two 
sets of results (with 2 first, 2 seconds, etc) would disrupt the overall results, the Protest 
Committee decided that the fairest arrangement for all yachts was to decrease the elapsed 
times of those yachts that passed Gurnard Cardinal to starboard. Calculations would be made 
as to the difference in time for a yacht to sail to the north of Gurnard and on to the finish 
compared to sailing through the line and on to the finish, taking account of the different distance, 
and tidal streams at the time each yacht finished.  



 
It has been calculated that the difference in distance between the two courses is 0.03 (1.18 v 
1.15) nautical miles; the tidal stream difference between the outside course and the inside 
course ranged between 0 knots and 1 knot over the period in which the yachts finished. Each 
yacht has had a correction applied according to her rating and what the tidal stream difference 
was when she finished and the additional extra 0.03 nm travelled.  
 
Yachts that sailed north of Gurnard on the final leg are invited to sign a declaration to this effect 
by 1800 on 23rd July and receive redress by way of a reduction in elapsed time based on the 
above decision.  They will range between 10 and 161 seconds.  
 
At 1800 23th July, the following yachts have signed the declaration, and will have the following 
time deducted from their elapsed time: 

Boat Sail number TCC 

Time in seconds to be 
deducted from finishing 

time 
SOUFRIERE IRL 1974 1.122 114 
FLIGHT OF 
UFFORD 3598R 1.090 118 
WHOOPER GBR363R 0.922 141 
JOUR DE FETE Q16 1.002 130 
FREYJA KR115 0.895 144 
BOJAR N23 0.980 133 
CETEWAYO K1034 0.995 131 
HELEN OF 
DURGAN 87167 1.061 122 
DIDO GBR719R 1.060 122 
STIREN FRA2722 0.978 133 
TINKTOO 1161 0.842 151 

 

Protest Committee: Mufti Kling, Clive Tappenden, Florian Sonneck, Sonia Mayes, Bryan Willis (chairman). 
 
 
Case 8 21st July, Race 3, Class 3.  
Chamois sought redress from the Race Committee claiming that the Race Committee had not 
informed competitors of amendment number 5; that 3 hours was insufficient for her to finish 
within the time limit (though the Protest Committee noted that a boat in class three with a lower 
rating did finish within the time limit). 
The Request was received outside the time limit for receiving protests, and is therefore invalid. 
Request refused.  
 
 
Case 11, 22nd July, Race 5, Class 5.  
 

SASKIA lodged a protest against JOUR DE FETE but withdrew it before the hearing. 
 

  



Case 12, 22nd July, Race 5, Class 5 (8 metre).  
 

SASKIA protested SIRIS for not keeping clear at the start. 
SASKIA was represented by Gilmour Manuel; SIRIS was represented by Neil Harris. 
Neither yacht called a witness. 
  
Facts Found: 
  

SASKIA was sailing slightly below close hauled on starboard tack along the starting line, which 
had a strong port bias, towards the pin end.  SIRIS and another boat, JOUR DE FETE, were 
approaching the line from the pin end on port tack.  When SIRIS was approximately 1½ boat 
lengths from SASKIA and approximately ½ boat length from the pin she tacked and passed 
behind the pin end mark. SASKIA also then immediately tacked onto port and started.  JOUR 
DE FETE started between SASKIA and the pin. 
  
Conclusion: 
 

SIRIS fulfilled her obligation as give way boat to keep clear of SASKIA.  Rules 10, 14. 
 

Decision: 
No rule was broken. The protest is dismissed. 
 

Protest Committee: Mufti Kling, Clive Tappenden, Florian Sonneck, Sonia Mayes, Bryan Willis (chairman). 
  
Report ends  


